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they were married, I DON T care if it was consummated or not.He didn t even bother
divorcing his wife when getting a new mistress.So no, that s cheating. 3.5 may contain

spoilers An enjoyable read, however the plot has been somewhat used and reused and
then used again A few things thrown in are just a tad bit unrealistic No one, and i don t care
how desperate they are, is going to ask for a speedy marriage to a complete stranger to get
control over a business if it s just a business arrangement this speedy arrangement hell
your a businessman , find a businesswoman and sign a darn contract that way there s
another one that i ll be mum about, Anyone that goes into a relationship should expect to be
involved in someway feelings and emotions are bound to spark up no matter the enticement
and benefits of the relationship, and no matter how long 10 12 months come on This was a
good book, i really did enjoy it, it was mostly light i did like how the main characters came
together and it showed how they became emotional involved and slowly attracted to each
other on a different level Jessie has shown to be one incredibly understanding person, and
Mr moneybags has hang ups then the poor, poorgirl I smiled, chuckled and got something
in my eye anyway i did not like how rushed the ending was and how he suddenly got over it
and knew what he wanted between you and me , personally i would have made him pay for
that last comment, and if you ve read this, or decide to , you ll understand OK, so it had
some believability issues But I enjoyed it in spite of them It is set in romancelandia after all.
This was a 3.5 star book Considering the conditions, it had lots of potential A marriage of
convenience between the H h, a 7 year separation, a heroine who wants a legitimate baby,
a case of purposely mistaken identity, a drawn out seduction and non consummating lust,
followed by absolutely ridiculously hot love scenes, a cold hearted hero warming up,some
angst and finally a HEA.It fails in only one way flow I ve heard great things about Ms Adair,
but this is my first book by her, so this may just be her style Basically, the scenes were
choppy and difficult to see the love affair unfold I mean, it did happen, and it was easy to
see the changes, but it was not smooth Ms Adair included some scenes about them
gambling together, which I can only deduce that it shows their difference in status, but
otherwise, it had no point Honestly, its difficult to pinpoint the failings of this book, because
there wasn t anything obviously wrong it just didn t haveenough It didn t make me fall in
love with Joshua, and Jessie was great in the beginning, but becamedrab as there was no
further character development I liked the circumstances in this book, where the heroine is
the one who lies to get what she wants, a baby She legally marries for convenience his
when she was 21, but now she wants a baby with her husband What starts of mercenary
becomes emotional and true with time But, Ms Adair makes Jessie an adrenaline junkie,
trying to add dimension, which kinda falls flat You would think that when one marries, one
would notice the name of the person you marry, but the hero fails to and the explanation
why actually makes sense Joshua is this rich guy who marries Jessie to keep his share of
the company he had worked so hard to keep He wasn t bad usually, but he kinda creeped
me out when he used terminology from a 100 years ago Unless he reads HR, I don t know
how else he would enough to use in casual allusion Overall, Ms Adair sets up a great stage
for a sweet, sexy love story, but it lacked flow and a special umph, making it merely an ok

read. Enjoyed this book both times I have read it I really felt the pull push of these
characters and all they go through Had good balance of things happening or going a certain
way I didn t expect which kept it fresh and interesting There is a certain charged feeling in
this one that really adds to it. Seems a popular choice 3.5 stars Not worth 4, but better than
3 Also agree with other comments, of a Harlequin Presents than Blaze possibly due to the
publish date of 2002 I think the Kindle release was much later and probably gained a new
audience Hero Joshua is a poor little rich boy who marries to gain control of a family
company from his uncle The only available bride is a waitress with name tag Vera from a
greasy spoon in the middle of nowhere They enter into a marriage of convenience for which
he promises to give Vera anything she wants in return one day.Seven years later, a now
polished Jessie Vera wants to have a baby, so she contrives to meet Joshua, at a party
hosted by his uncle, with plans to seduce him so she could have this baby while married
What she didn t plan on, was falling for Joshua I liked this book but it was a bit long,
probably 20 30% longer than a regular MB.

Almost 4 stars It was pretty decent, and I was emotionally invested in the characters I agree
with another reviewer who said this was HP like even though under the Blaze title Mostly I
felt like it was a little too long and I wasn t sure what the point of all the scenes were But still
a decent read. Didn t care much for the beginning It was kind of boring Later the book took
a better turn Quite enjoyable. {Free Epub} Á Take Me í USA TODAY Bestselling Author
Cherry Adair Delivers A Sexy, Snappy Story Business Exec Joshua Falcon Is Used To
Getting His Way In The Boardroom And In The Bedroom And When He Meets Gorgeous
Jessie Adams At A Party, He Wants Her Now Naked In Hhis Four Poster Together The Two
Of Th Em Could Have A Hot Sexual Affair With No Commitments She S His For The Taking
That Suits Jessie To A T Long Nights Of Incredible Sex No Ties All Sh E Wants Is A Baby
By The Man She S Always Secretly Hungered Forand Then She S Moving On Except
Jessie And Joshua Share A Surprising Past One That S About To Take Them Where They
Never Ever Expected To Go An entertaining, heartwarming romance read If you re in the
mood for a quick, steamy romance read, then this one is a good choice for a mindless few
hours.
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